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Words Grow on trees – Janet Bradley, Book Art 
 
Alex Smith 
   
Rain 
 after Howard Hodgkin 
 
A threatening denial 
of familiar landscape, 
the valley and its pastures, 
as though, quite suddenly, 
they are a thing of the past. 
 
The windows darken and blur 
as the room glints back 
silvered slantings from glassware 



and cutlery left out; we are driven  
into the afternoon’s interiors, 
gripped in a presage of nightfall. 
 ... 
 
Little Figure 
 
Distant and suggestive 
the little phrase – a few notes  
modulating darkly 
rounded by an arpeggio -  
 
what was it,  
a figure so slight  
as though of the air  
into which it evaporates? 
 
And, much later, 
you hear it again  
making its tiny opening 
for the years to pour through 
 
with all of love’s intensity, 
autumn at the heart of spring. 
 
 
 
Note: Vinteuil’s “little phrase” 
 
Silver Point 
 
From one side of the room the mark is just a smudge, 
 a smear across the pane, but from the other 
you can see the bird entire delicately  
 delineated in flight: the wings outstretched, 
the variegated breast, even the head and beak line, 
 all silvered against the light as though drawn 
by a consummate Quattrocento master. 
 That dark thud had informed me instantly 
that a bird had again crashed into the double glazing – 
 ‘They see the garden reflected and believe  
they can fly on’ said the RSPB man. 
 I’ll wait for the window cleaner or the rain 
to efface this Renaissance sketch. 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
BEYOND WORDS – BOOK ART 
SUDEEP SEN [www.sudeepsen.net] has written, translated and edited over a dozen books, 
including: Distracted Geographies, Prayer Flag, Rain, and Aria. Winner of many prizes, his 
poetry from Postmarked India: New & Selected Poems (HarperCollins) was awarded the 
Hawthornden Fellowship (UK) and nominated for a Pushcart Prize (USA). He was 
international writer-in-residence at the Scottish Poetry Library (Edinburgh) and visiting 
scholar at Harvard University. His work has appeared in the TLS, Guardian, Observer, 
Independent, Telegraph, London Magazine, Harvard Review, Hindu, Outlook, India Today, 

and been broadcast on BBC, CNN-IBN, NDTV & AIR. He is the 
editorial director of AARK ARTS and editor of Atlas. 
[www.atlasaarkarts.net] 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Lily Pads 
for IH 

 
 
in the lovely half-light … 
the air was a splendid rose  

the colour of red mullet … 
 
tree — had cigarette-paper leaves …. 
 
shells of — sea-urchin …. 

 
— ANDRÉ BRETON 

 
 
 
1. 
 
sea-bed 
stones —  lily pads, 

laminated beeswax — 
 split atoms 
  congeal ions — 
 
 
2. 
 
. . . by not wincing one bit  
even as bodies fell  
   breath dilates — 
starstruck  starbright — 
left    to calculate 
   equation’s high powers — 
infinite indices. 
 
i remember the words: 

anatomy is fixed  
like stars 

and i have become  
a still-life on canvas 

 



 
3. 
 
a still pond —   lilies — 

pads afloat, 
micro-island leaf-plates, 

buoyant plateaus,  demersal debris. 
 
 water’s glazed wedgwood,   

calico glass-veils — 
mirror freezing — 
 a one-way refraction’s 
limitless imaging — 
optics  translucent spots    blood-clots 
 
 
4. 
 
keys tuned — 
 black  white 
   in equalized variance — 
double-tone’s elongated vowels 

loop. 
 
a hope in a piano — 

hidden in the cabinet  
of doctor caligari 

restraining 
 the bioscope man — 

 
max saul  
 
 
5. 
 
in the garden of earthly delights 

a beautiful alignment — 
 
the geometry of taste 
rearrange iron filings 

to bipolar shapes — 
 
the burnt forehead confounds  

with its headlines 



marking time   age  
 
 
6. 
 
. . . by not wincing one bit  
even as bodies fell   just flesh 
held by invisible skeletal edge — 

 
like soft shells  

gone bodyburst, 
 
like gravel, like photon — 

bursting, riff  bass line — 
 
lines in a will that haunt 
 and foretell 
 
 
7. 
 
it is the seventh note — a seal — 

a memo  
to a person unaddressed. 

 
ni —  ti   in monosyllabic 
rhymes — 
   

scrabble-thrills, seven-tiled 
phrase-turns. 
 
“the letter i’m expecting  

is travelling incognito  
in an envelope” 

by the ‘last post’ — 
 
it is my note within a note 
to someone — 

perhaps breton — 
 

perhaps 
abani or ramlochan. 

 
indi 



pops hazar ± [± dously]  
to mark the exact 

    lyric. 
  

SMS, g-chats, inter | text — 
linked notation — 

 
sa — — — — — ni | … sa  
do — — — — — ti  | … do 

 
seven — notes, tones,  

register scales  
like synapse  

arcing — an east-west helix. 
 
sea sand, sonar sand, sun sand,   

soft shells  
gone bodyburst —    
   lily pads 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ROY COCKCROFT 
 
 
 
THE VIEW FROM GYPSEY RACE 
 
 
From here  
You can watch  
The deathgrins of giants 
Materialise 
Through thin turf. 
 
Where sheep go clambering 
On flint hooves 
Ribs are recycled as terraces, 
Spines  
As long, twisting paths. 



 
Fence posts get pounded into skulls. 
Clenched fists knuckle through;  
On slopes chopped out 
For a new track. 
Trees 
Take root in slack joints. 
 
Sometimes the sea robs their graves, 
Makes off with their bones,  
Crafts them into the smoothest of wares  
left, in piles, lying around. 
 
We used to help ourselves, 
Hiding them away in haversacks. 
Doorstops, breadboards, paperweights, 
Golfballs, skittles - 
We tipped them out in the yard, 
Near the privet, 
The first rockery in the street.   
Salvaging a small beach, 
We waited for the tide, 
 
But in the cold rain that dribbled off the hedge 
They were stained green, like urinals, 
And when the frost came, 
They split and flaked to brittle wedges, 
Marrow running to quicklime 
In the shameful patch. 
 
Buried beneath years of cinders, 
Dead leaves, fag packets, peelings, eggshells, 
And manure from the ragman’s horse, 
They emerged at times, 
Painful as broken crockery, 
Snarling like rows of smashed teeth. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Landscape, by Janet Bradley, oil on canvas 
 
 
 
Sam Gardiner 
 
Boys Angling 
 
Grey weather was better, with a dimpling 
of raindrops and maybe a wind  
to roughen the water. If nothing more  
dangerous came along I went with  
the Bad Hand gang, the four of us: 
Errol and Mac, and Herb who swapped 
his book token for a fishing rod.  
But I hoped we’d catch nothing, 
pull no perch or roach, or even pike, 
flapping out of its world and into ours, 
and have to tear the hook from its mouth. 
Watching them die was part of the sport, 
or turning away to admire a reel 



or float, or to prime the next bait, 
not letting the fish spoil the fun, 
nor the parents who told us that fish 
could feel no pain, that they left no gap 
in the water. We knew they did. 
Looking death in the gaping mouth, 
in the dazed eye, and watching 
the thrashing around fighting for breath, 
must be necessary for growing up,  
like making sure my asthma inhaler  
was on standby, deep in my trouser pocket. 
 
 
 
 
Beside the Sea 
 
Salvaged masts from sepia trawlers rise 
above dock leaves and cabbages 
in the gardens of Barkhouse Street, 
where the nets were seasoned in oak bark. 

 
On rigs of pulleys and lines dripping sheets 
are hoisted high in the offshore breezes. 
Towels flap at the advancing tide, 
pyjamas embrace, and at No 37, 

 
widowed by a seastorm, a red nightdress 
pulls itself over its head. No 43 –  
it must be Friday – pegs out all his shirts 
bar one, handwashed, as the Hotpoint 

 
had been his wife’s little secret, 
the Flymo his, and, while Orion climbs 
hand over hand over the roof, runs 
seven shirts minus one up to the mast. 

 
No 29 is burnt out. He came knocking 
one teatime and invited me round to hear 
his poems. ‘Excuse me a minute’ he said, 
and lit the fire he had laid in the middle  
 
of each room, upstairs and down. Smoke 
began to coil around us while he read me  



his love poems and I rang three nines. 
As the roof slates exploded he strolled 
 
down to the seafront with Jess, his Alsatian. 
Someone claims to have seen them walk 
straight out into the rising tide, the dog 
splashing ahead to attack the waves. 

 
Read the sky, book art by Janet Bradley 
 
 
Gary Allen 
 
OAK DITCH 

 
Doesn’t it seem very dark on the road tonight Victor? 
no moon to lighten the vast blackness of the fields 
and only the wire caged light outside the hall, and the light 
from the open door, like a passage from the bible 
to show the good people in to this simple blessing – 
so many children Harry, the dark will hide the graffiti. 
They are burning churches now, David 
all along the border the kerosene smell of timber 
frames smouldering, hymn books charred to ash. 
Come to us brethren, in your Sunday best 
from your poor farms, let the workday rest in the Lord 
put down your billhooks, shut up the barns 



leave the slurry in the ditch, the water pump humming 
the silage in the field, as we wait on these stone steps, 
the elders of the Mountain Lodge Pentecostal Church 
in our good suits we welcome you with open hands 
the words of the one true God on our thin lips 
bring forth your bodies of bone and flesh 
we will wash you in the blood of the lamb. It is dark 
on the road tonight, Victor, and did you notice too 
the car that passed slowly with dimmed lights, and came back 
down pass again, as though it too were waiting? 
 
 
 
 
 

 
                           DAVID BURNS 
 
FLIGHTS 
 
                                       a cormorant holds a line 

between river and hedge 
a heavy dart at eye level 
sleek and shot under the gale 
through the rain-washed 
wind-dried clarity 
of the afternoon 
 

* 
 

three rooks on fence posts 
take off in sequence 
and at a safe distance again 
stall over shining kale 
black rags pegged on air 
 

* 
 
through low-slung light 
a woodpigeon crosses the field 
full-cropped into the wind 
twisting and butting 
for pockets of least resistance 
gaining the far wood 



 
* 

 
at the oxbow 
terns compress the air 
with sharp downbeats 
and are buoyant on it 
sprung and stylised 
 

       * 
 
mallard, sliding off their speed 
onto water 
draw lines towards themselves 
 
           * 
 
 
fish-killing smash of an osprey 
explosive between elements 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Geese 

 
The first sound might have been the gate, a child, 
until another comes, and more build round it 
into a full cracked peal of urgent calling. 
 
Skein zagged to skein, overhead already, 
rippling as if reflected in the air, 
high enough for the whole strath to pause under 
 
and watch them away to a pencilled trace 
slipping down the distance of the sky 
 
while they beat on, connecting stilled figures, 
pulling new faces upwards to their passing. 
 



 

 
 
Mystery behind the trees, palimpsest by Janet Bradley 
 
 
 
Wendy Holborow 
 
Crows Caw in Cwmdonkin Park* 
 
Crows caw in Cwmdonkin Park, 
where the damp has settled on broad leaf grass 
like a million tiny pearls 
 
and a  boy cycles with his silly spaniel  
that races crazily from tree to tree on a grey  
day in December.  
 
She arrives when the day is young. 
A lingering hint of early coolness keeps her in that state  
of languor that only a delicious influence of warmth  
 
from an unseasonable sun can vanquish. 
Three times round and he’s done the boy tells her 
but thirty times round and he still wouldn’t be done. 



 
She imagines you cycling or running here with 
your dog when you were young and easy. 
A solitary sorrow-inducing magpie beads an eye on her,  
 
another writer, desperate for the word, for the second magpie,  
but scrunched paper balls of barbarously bad words  
fall near her feet. A willow grieves into a rivulet where a stone is lodged,  
 
scratched with your immortal words. She speaks them out aloud 
the words wormwood to her tongue. She makes her sorrow a song 
and her song sounds like sobs; her cheeks pearl with damp. 
 
A blackbird pecks at a worm. The worms have 
finished with you now, turned your ample flesh to bones and dust. 
But they wait for her and she sees a rush of close-ups. Closes her eyes. 
 
The screech of a raven in needle-chill pine ornaments her despair. 
The breeze bristles your spirit  
as crows caw in Cwmdonkin trees. 
 
 
 
*Cwmdonkin Park was where Dylan Thomas played as a child. 
 
 

 
 
Dog the Crow – Janet Bradley, oil on canvas 
 
 



William Virgil Davis          
          
 
THE CROWS OF KRAKÓW: A HISTORY OF SUFFERING 
 
  i 
 
 
   The only philosophy which can be responsibly 
   practiced in the face of despair is the attempt to 
   contemplate all things as they would present  
   themselves from the standpoint of redemption. 
 
          — Theodor Adorno 
 
 
There are pigeons everywhere. Here,  
in the huge square around the Cloth Hall,  
they congregate, and people feed them.  
Most divvy out the grain in small handfuls;  
but one small boy, in a joyful gesture, spilled  
his whole sack of feed at once. The pigeons  
flew in, flooding him, and he laughed and  
laughed. His parents thought he’d done it  
wrong and so they bought him another bag,  
and, explaining, showed him how it ought  
to be distributed—a few grains at a time.  
 
He watched carefully, learning their lesson,  
and then he fed the pigeons again. The  
undulating flock cooed and bobbed and  
spun slowly around and around him in  
their careful ceremony, but it wasn’t what  
he’d wanted—tame pigeons milling around  
his feet. The fast flapping, the dives and  
swoops, one treading his head, others 
on his shoulders, his outstretched arms 
—that had been right for him. But he  
didn’t complain, and his parents, watching,  
were, he saw, happy with him now.  
It would be years before his father  
would realize or understand. And he  
himself would never tell them— 
or mention this incident again. 



 
 
  ii 
 
 
   There are at least three different human histories,  
   not one: the history of force, the history of beauty,  
   and the history of suffering. . . . As the history of  
   suffering, Auschwitz was fundamental. Unfortu- 

nately, the history of suffering does not exist. 
 
           — Adam Zagajewski 
 
 
Crows have entirely different temperaments.  
They will not be reduced to feeding from  
held hands in public squares—in groups  
or alone. More stately and austere than pigeons,  
they are always on their own. Here, they  
knead their nests high in the huge chestnut  
trees near the city’s walls and ancient bastions,  
swooping in from icy air to stand, to totter  
precariously on branches so thin one cannot  
imagine how they manage to support them.  
 
 
 
The caws of the sentinels can be heard when  
anyone comes too close to any of their flock. 
 
They search to find their food among  
the crowds, among the fluffy flakes of snow  
falling on and over them, near the new  
forsythia just in bloom—everything setting  
them starkly off as they turn and bob,  
finding what food they can, keeping out  
of harm’s way.  
 
         There are many nests  
in the small parks near the city center.  
Sometimes two or three in a single tree.  
No one seems to notice these crows, but 
they have been here longer than borders  
moved, or worlds torn apart, longer  



than memories wiped away, than names  
erased or changed, longer than numbers  
inked on arms in indelible, awkward 
numbers.  
 
                      The crows are here to stay.  
Not many miles away, not very long ago,  
the crows knew what happened—what  
was happening. And now, just this  
afternoon, when no one else was watching  
or paying any attention, as I walked  
slowly by, they told it all to me—to tell 
to you—to help make memory mean. 
 
 

 
 
Franz’s horse, oil on canvas by Janet Bradley 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Paul Robichaud 
 
Possum 
 
My first glimpse of him – perched 
On a wooden fence-post 
At the end of the backyard, 
Overlooking the rubbish. 
His face, a white death mask, 
Reflected the light from 
A single bulb dangling 
Above the back stoop of our 
Rented house in New Haven. 
 
His eyes glowed pinkish red 
Above a pointed snout, 
His thin baby’s hands peeled 
The remains of an orange, 
Ratlike tail curled around 
The down of his belly. 
 
Our eyes, fiercely animal 
And feebly human, locked 
For a second or two – 
Enough to calculate 
The ratio of danger 
To food – and he dropped the fruit, 
Scurrying down the post 
Into a neighbor’s yard. 
 
I have rarely seen his kind 
In years since, except as roadkill, 
But am roused on summer nights 
By their chatter and shriek 
Conjuring his death mask 
In the darkness of my skull. 
 
 
 
 
 



ROGER ELKIN 
 
LAWN 
 
Was moan for all seasons 
 
In Autumn, restoring bald patches 
where weed had been riddled out; 
re-seeding in receding light; calculating 
last cuttings; broadcasting top-dressings; 
and patrolling daily for fallen leaves 
 
In Winter, lancing off worm-casts 
to stop patches in grass; checking soak-aways 
to keep rain draining; and when frost 
had spangled the grass, sliding soles of shoes 
on moss to wipe it finally out – or else 
 
Spring was worse: more moss – back-breaking 
raking – always so much. Then forking all over, 
tines spiking the ground, instep slamming 
down – how hamstrings winced – then lifting 
turf to let in fresh air for growth 
 
But Summer was five times more: hand-sprinkling 
feed, man-handling watering-can, up and down, 
then weeding creeping buttercups zig-zagging 
through grass, mining dandelions, and rooting out 
daisy shoots. Always the grass needing mowing: 
edging border-beds, snip-snipping with clippers, 
keeping neat the straight line; and the cutting: 
lugging  the  chugging mower – forward and back – 
squaring the corner, taking care not to wear bare 
places, all push and shove, go-stop-go, till emptying 
grass shavings, and back again, keeping mind 
on the stripes he demanded: balanced mathematically, 
all the same width. Every three days it was 
mown, mown, mown. For months, all that bending 
and heaving, lugging and pushing, snipping and cut 
 
And where was he – 
sitting at his bench, smoking, or 
poking holes in compost for new shoots – 
any excuse – or just standing, watching… 



 
and always it could be better, neater, straighter, 
sharper, quicker, flatter, et cetera, et cetera 
 
How I hated – how he applauded – that lawn 
and the way it spawned more reasons  
to moan moan moan 
 

                            
Janet’s thoughts page, palimpsest 
 
 
 
 
                                                   Joseph Allen 
 
                                                    
                                                  Portstewart strand 

 
If a man walks the strand 
on a winters morning, 
the sea and the sky 
merging as one 
and the headlands 
obscured by cloud, 
is this a memory 
to be replayed in old age. 
 



The Donegal hills 
are a foreign country, 
the bar mouth 
blocks my passage 
and above, the convent walls, 
record my every step. 
 
I am the wind, 
rippling the sand like waves, 
along the promenade 
my childhood waits, 
breakfasting in The Harbour Café, 
penny shoving in the arcades, 
afraid of the bats 
skimming the cliffs 
through night darkened sky. 
 
Alone in this seaside town, 
quiet as the shuttered windows, 
the rain swept links, 
a roadside stone memorial. 
 
 
 

                                          The house at Park Head 
 

Strange this house is closed to me now, 
all my childhood memories 
rattle about it’s rooms 
unknown to the people now there. 
 
On summer afternoons 
does the striped door curtain 
still bellow in a sudden breeze, 
the pigeon men’s voices 
travel from the yards, 
a radio play in the kitchen 
as an uncle bathes at the sink. 
 
Would that schoolboy  
sat in the front room 
at a plate of toast, 
his head buried in a comic, 
recognise me if I opened the door. 



 
Would my aunt look up 
from her tin bath of washing, 
wipe her brow with soapy arms 
and continue unconcerned. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Aine Muireann agus Emer, by Tomás O’Cíobháin, acrylic and oil on canvas 
 



 
 
An Tráigh Bheag, by Tomás O’Cíobháin, oil and acrylic on canvas 
 
 
 
David Cooke 
 
HOLIDAYS 
 
A treeless terrain, 
it was neatly parcelled  
by drystone walls 
and ditches, mapped out 
 
in identical townlands: 
Carrickandy, Bohola – 
names bright with 
a garbled music. 
 



And there as a child 
I learned I had senses – 
that sombre reek 
of turf stacked high 
 
in a shed, or grass 
laid down by a scythe. 
Forbidden again  
each summer, 
 
I would climb up 
to my grandfather's 
hay, succumb  
in its net of fragrance. 
 
 
 
 
THE LATIN LESSON 
 
With sturdy jowls Brother Athanasius, 
though then he was simply Beef, chomped great slabs 
of Virgil, which he digested for us, 
struggling with the English in Brodie's cribs. 
 
Aeneas and Father Anchises moved 
through a pagan world obscured by the toils 
of syntax, while we shambled on, reproved  
by a voice more urgent than the Sybil's. 
 
The Brothers could all quote Latin, pronounced 
with a palatal blandness, the soft sounds  
of a church's dialect, and enhanced 
their wisdom with words unscholarly minds 
 
found locked in lexicon, drill, declension. 
And those words, too, were the smell of incense 
in a quiet house of genuflection, 
tall candles lighting the untouched presence. 
 
 
 
 
 



PATER NOSTER 
 
Our father which... 
How mere form 
defined the distance 
 
from Our father who... 
We would have gagged 
on that one 
 
recalcitrant pronoun, 
such constancy 
in our rituals. 
 
Or should I admire 
our passion 
for exactness: 
 
those dim, 
theological centuries 
when Church Fathers 
 
dissected texts, 
disputing clauses, 
a single vowel? 
 
The truly blessed 
were unyielding – 
they couldn't connive 
 
to save their skins, 
and shocked 
pragmatic pagans, 
 
who picked 
their gods up 
where they found them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



FATHERS  
 
My imaginary shore glazed by visions, 
fierce brink of intellect and punished sand – 
Africa, where a jammed syntax loosens 
to yield plain prose that the pure 
might understand, the shrill province 
a furnace where effete latinity 
is forged anew and each man's Word 
thrives on diatribe, death-wish, sell-out, 
the watery balm of reconciliations. 
 
And think of Augustine as he wanders 
the bleached streets of his indulgence, 
his pleasures daily reduced to a scatter of bones 
like a picked carcase the noon-haze whitens.   
Imperatives sound his hunger, 
and urge him on to pick up, read, and seize 
those sanctioned truths – 
a momentary thunder filling his mind 
with the din of certainties. 
 
 
 
 
 
VISITING 
for my grandfather 
 
When once, as a clean-kneed 
child from town, I first came  
on a visit to your limewashed  
house, your two great fists 
 
impressed me, for they 
were ponderous chunks  
of granite, notched 
carelessly for fingers 
 
and which, at your own willed 
creation, you had torn 
from the heart of the land. 
Yes, I knew then how 
 



you had risen and, separate, 
must have kept on walking. 
I was almost frightened  
to be your friend, but still  
 
am running so breathlessly 
beside you as you stride  
onwards, the castle of yourself, 
across rough fields  
 
of thistle and clover. 
And the dogs are running 
before us, and our laughter 
creates again a flawless sky. 
 
 

                                                             
Untitled, watercolour by Janet Bradley 
 
 
 
 



Kate Miller 
 
Variations on an Island Theme 
 
Something Venetian in th air today – our path low-bridged 
by branches is a rio swaying gondolas of leaf, 
 
the upark – lagoon in haze. Moored 
in the marina xcalm of earth, each tree’s a mast 
 
upon a deck, on every one a loaded tray, 
bearing from prow to stern the different tints 
 
of brick, spice, grain, wine, lead, blood-red and gold 
and nut veneers or the raw stuff of rope and sack. 
 
The wind is still not big enough to stir 
a sail of leave, raise crests of waves. 
 
We might stay longer, fishing colours, 
considering the many routes to eye-shaped worlds. 
 
 
The Song a Place Makes in the Wind 
 
Train other senses to record 
                             the song a place makes 
in the wind: ruffle of the dead 
                                          leaf in a rill 
 
scratchy as when a nib tries 
               to note down in marks 
half sounds that coax 
                            the sidling mind to spring 
 
and seize 
             a peal, a leap, 
                            a fret of February’s jumpy sun 
firing the tips of dogwood 
 
             orange, hot as embers 
splitting at the fireside, 
                             spitting where 
Heraclitus first mused on fire. 



 
Anette Bjorholm: Cave – painting on canvas 
 

                                
Anette Bjorholm: Island – painting on metal 



 
 
Anette Bjorholm: Victoria, pigment, enamel, resin on copper
 
 
 
 
Artists’ Notes 
Anette Bjorholm: 
“Beauty in art has, of course, been studied for centuries.  It tends now to be defined as an 
individual’s response to an object, the object having no power in itself, the power being in the 
emotions or unconscious of the viewer. 
  
For me, beauty has a certain kind of melancholy, and my current series of work attempts to 
evoke this. I am hoping to convey a sense of contemplative stillness in images that trigger 
recognition and memory.  
  
I do this in many ways. Through building up the thin layers of clear resin the depth of the 



images is apparent, showing an element of the time they have taken. Through the way I 
manipulate the mediums I use (resin, pigments, oil paint, spray paint, sometimes crushed 
rocks and glass) in a way that suggests naturalness. Through the use of colour; clear, deep, 
saturated colour built up in layers.” 
 
 
Janet Bradley 

Palimpsest definition:  1)  Having besides its present writing one or two earlier erased 
writings.  2)  A parchment, tablet or other portion of writing material that has been used 
twice or three times after the earlier writing has been erased. 

Palimpsest is an altered book that began life as The Book of Spies-4000 Year of Cloak & 
Dagger by Brian Innes.  It is a history of espionage which provides a succulant vocabulary 
perfect for the gleaning of words  suitable for reflecting either one's theme or perhaps one's 
emotional state.  Its illustrations are mysterious and provocative. 

I began with the first page by quickly reading the text without paying attention to its 
meaning.  I  circled the words which captured my attention or spoke to me in some way.  
The remaing text was buried under paint, photographs, ink, tissue paper, silver and gold leaf 
and other mixed media materials. I worked around the words giving them each a place in 
the compositon as well as new found freedom from their structure in sentences and 
paragraphs.   I then passed the book on to various people in my life instructing them to think 
about something that was on their minds or in their hearts.  They were then allowed to 
choose a page (actually two pages) which attracted them for some reason.  They were  
asked to do as I did: to scan the text without really reading it while choosing words that 
connected with their thoughts and or feelings.  I followed up with the interpretation and art 
work.  Palimpsest has been a work in progress that been about seven years in the making. 

The You and I Ching.  The book is also called the You and I Ching because it is about the 
people in my life and somehow, the work took on a mystical and interpretive quality and 
because I have a sense of humour. 
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